Pedestrian Safety Guide

How to Safely Cross Streets and

[ Avoid Hazards ]

After this course
Trainers should be able to both describe and demonstrate safe pedestrian crossing
behavior and describe common pedestrian hazards and safe walking practices.
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[ When crossing the street remember these important tips ]

crossing safely
Stop at the curb before entering the street.
Only cross at street corners, and use a marked crosswalk
when possible. Do not cross mid-block unless there is a
marked crosswalk, and do not cross between parked cars.
Activate the pedestrian push button (when available) and
wait for the pedestrian “Walk” signal. If there is no pedestrian
signal, wait for a green light in your travel direction and
for the crosswalk to be clear.
Look left, right and left again before crossing and be
aware of any turning vehicles.

Safe to Cross

It is safe to cross when this signal
is lit and the intersection is clear.

Make eye contact with drivers before you cross in front of
them. This is one of the best ways to ensure that drivers
are aware of you.
do not Cross

Do not begin crossing the intersection
when this signal is lit or flashing. If
this signal is flashing and you are
already in the intersection, continue
crossing quickly and carefully to the
other side of the street.

Pedestrian Crossing Hazards
[ Examples ]
Distance: Long crossing distances mean that

the pedestrian is in the road - and at risk - for a
longer time. This is a particularly important factor
for children and seniors crossing the street.

Crosswalk Markings: The markings for this

crosswalk are very faded and may not be seen by
drivers. Pedestrians must keep this in mind when
attempting to cross and take extra caution at poorly
marked or unmarked pedestrian crossings.

Turning Vehicles: Vehicles turning left into the

crosswalk may be travelling at high speed and not
see you. Take extra care at intersections with left
turning vehicles.

High Traffic Volume

: Busy roads require

extra caution to cross. Be aware of vehicle turning
movements and allow sufficient time to cross.
Assume that drivers are not aware of you and
prepare accordingly.

x

[ Other Risk Factors ]
Missing sidewalks: Always walk on a sidewalk if one is

available. If there is no sidewalk, walk on the shoulder and

x

always walk facing traffic.

VISIBILITY

•

high traffic speeds

•

barriers

Visibility: Pedestrian visibility is a major factor in many pedestrian
accidents. Avoid walking in poorly lit areas at night or in bad weather,
and wear bright or reflective clothing so that you are more visible to
drivers. *Statistics show that pedestrians are over seven times more likely
to be killed in the dark than in daylight.
High Traffic Speeds: *According to recent statistics, 85% of pedestrian
fatalities occur on roads with speed limits greater than 30 miles per hour.
A pedestrian is also 16 times more likely to be killed crossing a road with
a speed limit over 49 miles per hour, than crossing a road with a speed
limit under 30 miles per hour. Take extra care when crossing high speed
roadways, because the consequences of a crash are extremely serious.
Barriers: Do not jump the barrier! Cross divided roads only at marked
crosswalks. A longer walk is worth your safety.
*According to NHTSA National Pedestrian Crash Report, 2008.
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night than in daytime.
- (NHTSA) National Highway

Stop: Stop at the curb before entering the street.

Traffic Safety Administration

Use Crosswalks: Cross at marked crosswalks.
Push the Button: Push the pedestrian push button to cross, or cross
with the green light.
Obey signals:

do not Cross

Safe to Cross

It is safe to cross when this signal is
lit and the intersection is clear.

Do not begin crossing the intersection
when this signal is lit or flashing. If this
signal is flashing and you are already in the
intersection, continue crossing quickly and
carefully to the other side of the street.

Look: Look left, right and left again before crossing and watch for
turning cars. Make eye contact with drivers before you cross in front of them.
Cross: Cross the street quickly and safely.

crossing tips
Be Visible: Wear bright or reflective clothing.
Walk Facing Traffic: If sidewalks are not available, walk facing traffic.
Do Not Jump the Barrier: Only cross divided roads at marked crosswalks.
High Speed, High Volume, High Danger: Take extra care in
crossing roads with a lot of fast moving cars.
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further reading
Source
New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety
www.njsaferoads.com
Federal Highway Administration, Education & Outreach
safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/education/
The Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center
www.walkinginfo.org
NHTSA. National Pedestrian Crash Report, 2008.
<http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/810968.pdf>
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